Rapid instructed task learning (RITL) is one of the most remarkable human abilities, when considered from both computational and evolutionary perspectives. A key feature of RITL is that it enables new goals to be immediately pursued (and shared) following formation of task representations. Although RITL is a form of cognitive control that engenders immense flexibility, it also seems to produce inflexible activation of action plans in inappropriate contexts. We argue that this "prepared reflex" effect arises because RITL is implemented in the brain via a "flexible hub" mechanism, in which top-down influences from the frontoparietal control network reroute pathways among procedure-implementing brain areas (e.g., perceptual and motor areas). Specifically, we suggest that RITL-based proactive control -the preparatory biasing of task-relevant functional network routes -results in inflexible associative processing, demanding compensation in the form of increased reactive (in-the-moment) control. Thus, RITL produces a computational trade-off, in which the top-down influences of flexible hubs increase overall cognitive flexibility, but at the cost of temporally localized inflexibility (the prepared reflex effect).
Introduction
Rapid instructed task learning (RITL) is the ability to quickly perform novel instructed procedures, demonstrating successful performance even on the first trial after instruction (Cole, 2009; Cole et al., 2010a Cole et al., , 2013a Liefooghe et al., 2013b; Meiran et 2015a). Our familiarity with this ability might make it seem mundane, yet it is remarkable from several perspectives. First, from a computational perspective RITL ability is highly non-trivial. Modern computers still require extended and tedious programming rather than rapid verbal instructions (or imitation) to produce novel instructed procedures. Second, RITL is evolutionarily remarkable, given that humans stand out in RITL abilities relative to all other species. For instance, macaque monkeys would likely require 6 months to 2 years to learn a simple task (e.g., delayed matching to sample) that even children learn quickly from instructions. Such inter-species differences cannot be solely driven by differential language skills. This can be easily seen by considering that instructions are frequently conveyed non-verbally, such as in visual-symbolic form (e.g., furniture assembly instructions; (Cole, 2009; Cole et al., 2013a) ). Conversely, certain frontal brain lesions lead to "goal neglect", in which verbal instructions are accurately understood (and can be repeated back perfectly), but are incapable of generating novel behaviors (Duncan et al., 1996; Luria, 1973b) . Thus, identifying the mechanisms underlying RITL is a non-trivial undertaking that has the capacity to improve understanding of one of the most important human mental faculties.
Recent evidence suggests that a particular set of large-scale neural mechanisms may underlie RITL abilities. These mechanisms are integrated within the "flexible hub" theory ) -a cognitive neuroscientific framework that has been tested using the tools of network science (Sporns, 2012) . Extending from previous accounts (e.g., Miller and Cohen, 2001) , the flexible hub framework postulates that frontoparietal cognitive control networks implement top-down cognitive control via global network interactions with task-implementing networks (e.g., visual and motor networks for a visual-motor task). The flexible hub framework integrates two basic mechanisms. First, "global connectivity": control network regions have been shown to be connector hubs (Cole et al., 2010b (Cole et al., , 2015 Power et al., 2011 ) -brain regions with extensive inter-network functional connectivity. Second, "flexible connectivity": control network regions have been shown to shift their task functional connectivity interactions globally depending on the current task being learned during RITL (Cole et al., 2013b) . Together these findings suggest that control networks utilize global flexible connectivity to encode new task instructions and bias taskimplementing networks to follow those instructions during task performance.
Another important component of RITL is that it produces constraints on cognitive functioning when it is implemented. In particular, although RITL increases overall cognitive flexibility, it may also have the paradoxical side-effect of limiting flexibility in certain contexts. In particular, it has been shown that holding the intention in mind to execute a newly instructed task interferes with related (and incompatible) task performance (Meiran et al., 2015a ), which we have described as an example of the classic prepared reflex effect (e.g., Hommel, 2000) . We postulate that this interference -which we term the intention-based reflexivity interference effect -reveals a computational trade-off between proactive control and in-the-moment flexibility (which is aided by reactive control). Proactive control is the capacity to prepare for the implementation of control processes prior to the time they are needed. In contrast, reactive control is the capacity to implement control on-the-fly, in response to a detected increase in ongoing control demands. RITL is likely to be highly dependent on proactive control, utilizing the instruction period as preparation to form and implement task configurations prior to novel task performance. However, as we discuss below, our findings with a specific prepared reflex paradigm (NEXT), suggests that this strong proactive component can interfere with related processes, requiring enhanced reactive control to resolve this interference.
In the sections that follow, we provide a more detailed review of both the computational benefits -and trade-offs -produced by RITL. We begin by elaborating on the concept of RITL: how it is defined, its operating characteristics, and why it appears to be such a remarkable human capability. Next, we discuss some of the constraints that come along with implementing RITL as a prepared reflex. Specifically, we discuss recent findings that document some of the potentially counter-intuitive interference effects -classically associated with expertise rather than task novelty -that arise when individuals perform novel tasks. We highlight our recently developed NEXT paradigm as an attractive platform for isolating and identifying such interference effects. In subsequent sections, we describe how RITL might be implemented in the human brain, drawing on our recent work providing evidence for the flexible hub theory. We describe evidence that there is a strong relationship between flexible hub mechanisms, RITL, and proactive control.
In the final sections, we lay out our primary thesis that the proactive control capabilities implemented by flexible hubs create temporary inflexibility in the brain networks responsible for task implementation, via the transient reconfiguration of functional pathways. We suggest that reactive control can dynamically compensate for the temporary reduction in flexibility. Thus, optimal flexibility during novel task performance likely requires involvement of both proactive and reactive control mechanisms. We speculate that the anterior prefrontal cortex (PFC) might play a particularly important role in balancing these two types of control process, by enabling task-preparation to occur while protecting the system from actual task set implementation, so as to reduce interference in some circumstances. We describe supportive evidence that anterior PFC may be critical for RITL more broadly, especially in the formation of complex novel task sets.
Defining RITL
Proper investigation of RITL requires a precise definition. As discussed elsewhere (Cole et al., 2013a) , RITL is the ability to rapidly perform novel instructed procedures. This definition leaves several aspects of the cognitive construct underspecified, however. For instance, what does it mean for learning to be "rapid"? What forms can "instruction" take? What exactly does it mean to "learn" something when it does not involve multiple exposures? Finally, what exactly is a "task" or "procedure", and how does this differentiate RITL from other forms of rapid learning (e.g., one-shot learning of non-procedural content, such as semantic knowledge)?
Identifying ideal examples of RITL may help locate its conceptual boundaries. One such example is the immediate successful implementation of the task instruction, "Verbally name the letters for the word 'instruction', backwards." This written instruction would immediately (within several seconds) produce the procedure: 1) saccade to the last letter ("n"), 2) identify the letter from memory and associated English label, 3) produce the verbal utterance for that letter (i.e., "en"), and 4) saccade to the letter to the left of the previously uttered letter (i.e., "o") and 5) repeat steps 2 through 4 until a blank space is encountered. Note the simplicity of the instruction, the novelty of the procedure (for most individuals), the immediacy of highly accurate performance, along with the complex visual, motor, and abstract procedural (step 5 involves recursion) processing involved. This scenario is near the center of the conceptual space constituting RITL, and is thus a good starting point for accurately defining RITL.
The above letter-naming task takes several seconds to prepare, and several more seconds to execute. Of these components, the preparation phase is what is meant by "rapid". It is difficult to identify a definite limit on how long preparation can be for task learning to qualify as rapid. However, to qualify as a bona fide instance of RITL, performance should be correct on the first attempt to execute the instructed task. One might also use working memory capacity limits -in number of items, complexity of inter-item relations, and duration of the memory traces -to predict RITL-related limits. Thus, RITL likely involves active maintenance in working memory to enable successful task implementation, rather than requiring the construction of procedural representations piecemeal over multiple trials and over extended periods of time. For example, RITL is used repeatedly to learn a complex game like tennis (e.g., learning the rules), but the entire skill set to be obtained in learning tennis is clearly beyond working memory capacity, and would therefore not be considered an instance of RITL.
Most forms of learning, such as reinforcement learning (Botvinick et al., 2008) , involve multiple trials. This might lead some to question whether RITL is learning at all. RITL is consistent with previously established concepts of "one-shot" learning (Lee et al., 2015) and "first trial"/"zero trial" learning (Gick and Holyoak, 1980; Palmer, 2012) . These rapid forms of learning all involve some information that is not present in the mind, but which rapidly enters the mind and is used at a later time. The delay between encoding and retrieval can be long or short (e.g., less than a second later), but there will typically be a delay (reflecting critical RITL cognitive processes) to indicate that learning has occurred.
RITL is more specific than other forms of rapid learning, due to the requirement that the information be transformed (rather than simply recalled in its original form) into a novel procedure. This transformation process is non-trivial, as shown by the phenomenon of goal neglect (Bhandari and Duncan, 2014; Duncan et al., 1996) . Goal neglect involves the successful perception, encoding, and retrieval of instructions without the ability to actually carry out those instructions. There can even be instances in which an individual can recognize that the new task is not being performed correctly, and might even verbalize what he or she should be doing, but still be unable to do it (Duncan et al., 2008) . Goal neglect can occur in healthy individuals, but is much more common in frontal lobe lesion patients (Luria, 1973a) and older adults (De Jong, 2001 ). The existence of goal neglect in frontal lobe patients suggests that frontoparietal brain networks may play a prominent role in RITL. Consistent with this, a recent functional MRI (fMRI) study demonstrated that when the same information is framed as instructions (rather than merely to-be-remembered stimuli) the frontoparietal control network represents that information in anticipation of task performance (Muhle-Karbe et al., 2016) . The important role of hippocampus in one-shot learning generally (Eichenbaum et al., 2007) suggests this brain structure may be important for RITL as well.
Flexible updating of neural pathways via PFC
A prominent theory of the neural basis of cognitive controlthe guided activation theory − postulates that lateral PFC biases activity in other brain regions to implement currently relevant task goals (Miller and Cohen, 2001 ). These PFC biasing effects are thought to increase cognitive and behavioral flexibility by overriding automatic/habitual associations. Demonstrating this increase in flexibility enabled by PFC, patients with PFC lesions often carry out automatic behaviors that are driven by external stimuli but are inappropriate in the current circumstance (Lhermitte, 1983; Luria, 1973a) . For instance, a patient might put on glasses placed in front of him/her, even though he/she is already wearing glasses. Thus, PFC is essential for freeing the human mind from inflexible responding to stimulus-triggered associations.
Building on the guided activation theory -which in turn built on other theories of cognitive control and attention (Cohen et al., 1990; Desimone et al., 1990; Desimone and Duncan, 1995) -we developed the flexible hub theory. This framework builds on the previous theory by: 1) extending the properties assigned to lateral PFC to a distributed frontoparietal cognitive control/multiple demand network (Cole and Schneider, 2007; Duncan, 2010) ; 2) being explicit about hub-related network mechanisms underlying guided activation by the frontoparietal network; and 3) linking these mechanisms to RITL and other forms of instructed learning.
The flexible hub theory predicts that frontoparietal regions are hubs and, moreover, that their functional connections are flexible across task contexts (Fig. 1 ). The first evidence for this claim came from resting-state functional connectivity fMRI studies, which found that frontoparietal regions have among the highest global connectivity in the brain (Cole et al., 2010b) . However, in this initial study a relatively simple measure of hub connectivity was used -the overall number (weighted by strength) of functional connections with each brain region. This global brain connectivity measure can be biased toward identifying regions with connectivity primarily within a single network, rather than having truly global connectivity across networks . In contrast, graph theoretical measures such as participation coefficient are able to identify "connector" hubs (with extensive connectivity with multiple networks) separately from "provincial" hubs (with primarily within-network connectivity) (Guimera et al., 2005) . Participation coefficient can be used to identify connector hubs, given that it reflects the degree to which a node's connections are uniformly distributed across . These mechanisms may explain how the FPN contributes to a wide variety of tasks, including novel tasks. Global variable connectivity is depicted by the shifting connectivity pattern (red lines connecting FPN to other brain networks) across multiple networks across the two example tasks. Compositional coding (enabling task skill transfer to novel tasks) is depicted by the reuse of a subset of the red connectivity pattern corresponding to the reuse of the "press left button" task component. These mechanisms would likely allow the FPN to meaningfully contribute to a wide variety of task contexts by allowing rapid reconfiguration of information flow across multiple task-relevant networks via reuse of previously learned sets of connectivity patterns. Figure adapted from (Cole et al., 2013b) . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) (Cole et al., 2011) . B) The NEXT paradigm begins with instruction of two novel arbitrary mappings, one stimulus (in this case, a letter) indicating a left pointer finger button press and another stimulus indicating a right pointer finger button press. An intermediate "NEXT phase" involves pressing one of the buttons to simply advance the screen. However, pressing the button incompatible with the maintained task set produces slowing (interference) with the screen advancement. The GO phase involves implementation of the learned task set. Adapted from (Meiran et al., 2016a). networks (see Guimera et al., 2005 for exact equation). The hub status of the frontoparietal network was verified by Power et al. (2011) using participation coefficient. These results support the conclusion that frontoparietal regions are indeed connector hubs, consistent with the flexible hub theory.
A corollary to the flexible hub theory's hub prediction is that such hub status should have an important role in facilitating cognitive ability. Consistent with this, a follow-up study found that individual differences in the global connectivity of a particular frontoparietal region (within left lateral PFC) correlated with general fluid intelligence and cognitive control abilities . Further, the level of fluid intelligence was best predicted by the degree to which this hub exhibited connector hub properties (as opposed to provincial hub properties) (Cole et al., 2015) . Together these results further support the hub status of frontoparietal regions, as well as their contribution to flexible cognition consistent with the flexible hub theory.
The other major prediction of the flexible hub theory is that frontoparietal regions should exhibit extensive flexible connectivity, in terms of reconfiguration patterns observed across distinct cognitive control procedures. This prediction was tested using a RITL paradigm -the permuted rule operations (PRO) paradigm ( Fig. 2A ) -optimized for examining flexible cognitive control (Cole et al., 2010a) . Specifically, 12 elementary task rules were combined into 64 novel task sets, each task set consisting of a unique combination of 3 elementary rules. Functional connectivity fMRI (Pearson correlations between pairs of brain activity time series) was employed to test whether task-specific reconfiguration was present (Cole et al., 2013b) . Consistent with our primary hypothesis, the frontoparietal cognitive control network was found to shift its global functional connectivity pattern across distinct task sets. Further, these global connectivity patterns were distinct for each task -the functional connectivity pattern between the frontoparietal network and the rest of the brain could be used to decode which task each participant was performing at any given time. Together these findings suggest that the frontoparietal network consists of flexible hubs that help implement flexible changes in cognitive programs during RITL.
RITL as proactive control
An important corollary of RITL in our account is that it depends preferentially on proactive control, drawing upon a distinction made within the Dual Mechanisms of Control (DMC) framework (Braver et al., 2007; Braver, 2012) . In the DMC framework, cognitive control can be flexibly utilized in two distinct operating modes that vary in terms of their temporal dynamics and utility in different cognitive situations. In particular, the proactive control mode is one that is prospective or future-oriented, and involves sustained active maintenance of task goals. It is primarily engaged in an anticipatory fashion, when predictive cues in the environment signal upcoming high control demands, which can be most successfully met based on advanced preparation. Proactive control stands in stark contrast to the reactive control mode, which instead is presentoriented, involving the transient re-activation or retrieval of task goals (e.g., from long-term memory) based on either the detection of conflict/interference, or via associative (i.e., spreading activation) mechanisms triggered by features of the current situation. Reactive control is engaged as a "late correction", in a just-in-time fashion in conditions for which control demands are largely unpredictable, but are instead detected via moment-by-moment environmental (or internal) signals.
Prior work supports these distinctions between reactive and proactive control, while also providing information regarding associated neural mechanisms. For example, in the classic Stroop task, when interference is relatively rare, and further, when incongruent trials are clearly signaled in a trial-by-trial fashion by a relevant feature of the stimulus (a particular presentation color), then reactive control appears to be the preferred mode. In contrast, when Stroop interference is more frequent and expected, but not linked with any specific stimulus features, then proactive control appears to be preferred (Gonthier et al., 2016) .
Likewise, in working memory tasks, a high expectation for interference when making target decisions (due to irrelevant familiarity of probes) was found to be associated with a shift from reactive to proactive control (Burgess and Braver, 2010) . This control shift was accompanied by a shift in brain activity dynamics within lateral PFC from primarily transient patterns triggered by probe interference (familiarity) to one in which activity was increased during the encoding and working memory delay period, thus in advance and independently of probe type. In another study of working memory, increasing task motivation (through monetary incentives given for fast and accurate performance) was also associated with a similar temporal dynamic shift to proactive control within prefrontal and parietal cortex (Jimura et al., 2010) . Moreover, those individuals showing the largest shifts in brain activity dynamics were the ones to show the greatest motivation-related changes in task performance.
The DMC framework is compatible with our account of RITL in that both highlight the role of computational trade-offs. Within the DMC framework, it is acknowledged that both control modes are flexibly utilized as a function of task demands, since each has associated costs and benefits. Reactive control is primarily utilized under conditions in which control demands are either unpredictable or expected to be low. This is because it tends to be a weaker form of control, dependent upon rapid detection and activation of task goals to resolve behavioral uncertainty or conflicts as these arise. Consequently, reactive control is vulnerable to not being engaged as quickly or robustly as may be necessary to intervene effectively when the situation dictates.
In contrast, whereas proactive control tends to be a more robust form of control, re-configuring the system in advance to optimally deal with upcoming control demands, it is also a more costly and less efficient form of control. This is because it requires sustained active maintenance of task goals or rules in working memory, keeping them prepared and in an accessible form to be implemented when the need arises. In addition to the computational (and potentially metabolic) cost of proactive control related to sustained active maintenance, 1 another cost is that while the system is in this state, it may be less flexible in response to bottom-up signals that provide new information regarding the current situation. Consequently, proactive control is most typically engaged in conditions for which there is high motivation to perform the currently relevant task in an optimal manner, and for which advance signals, such as contextual or instructional cues, provide clear information regarding upcoming control demands and the task goals or rules needed to deal with these demands.
The key insight that links RITL to proactive control is that under RITL conditions, the instruction period provides both a clear indication of high upcoming control demands (given that the task is novel), while also signaling in advance the task goals or rules that will be relevant. Moreover, because the task is novel, there are only weak or nonexistent long-term memory representations of these task goals or rules. Thus, when RITL target stimuli are presented, such stimuli are unlikely to enable successful retrieval or reactivation of task goals and rules through either episodic/associative pathways in long-term memory or via conflict-based triggering. 2 Consequently, in order to ensure successful RITL task performance, proactive control, implemented via sustained active maintenance of task goals or rules from the instruction period, is necessary.
Nevertheless, it is important to point out that when proactive control is engaged in order to successfully implement RITL, reactive control might also need to be engaged to deal with stimulus-based interference that might arise. In particular, as we describe more fully below, in the NEXT paradigm it is precisely the engagement of proactive control that we argue is the cause of intention-based reflexivity interference from NEXT stimuli (Fig. 2B) . Moreover, it is likely that reactive control is utilized in such situations as a late-correction mechanism to prevent errors from occurring. For example, the conflict that may occur from NEXT stimuli may trigger activation of auxiliary goal representations that detect the current stimulus as a NEXT rather than GO trial, and help bias responding in the appropriate direction to such stimuli. Interestingly, as we describe further in the final section, it may be that the brain tries to optimize for such situations through the use of hierarchical goal representations and goal-subgoal coordination involving anterior PFC regions.
Several accounts of reactive control involve active monitoring for conflict, which is used as a signal of the need for additional top-down control (Botvinick and Cohen, 2014; Braver et al., 2007) . This is important for addressing the "homunculus problem" (Hazy et al., 2007) , in which the actions of a controller are accounted for via specific mechanisms rather than a vague "little man" metaphor. However, it is possible that such an explicit monitoring mechanism is not necessary for some aspects of decision making. In particular, if one of two competing responses is better practiced, then reaction time will likely slow when activating the less practiced one (e.g., due to lateral inhibition) without necessarily involving cognitive control. In contrast, much experimental and computational evidence has supported the idea that strategic shifts in the allocation of cognitive control across trials, and the consequent changes in reaction time, do likely require the involvement of cognitive control mechanisms (Botvinick et al., 2004; Jones et al., 2002) .
Our theoretical account of the role of proactive control in RITL makes a number of important predictions, some of which we have tested already. One of the most straightforward predictions relates to the differential importance of advance preparation in RITL situations relative to those involving well-practiced tasks. A surprising finding of earlier RITL studies involving the PRO paradigm ( Fig. 2A) was that performance was only slightly worse when performing novel vs. practiced tasks (Cole et al., 2010a ). Yet in the earlier paradigms a very long period was given to encode novel task instructions and prepare for the upcoming trial (5-9 s). Consequently, in ongoing follow-up work, we explicitly manipulated the duration of the encoding and preparatory period (Cole et al., under review) . As expected, when this period was short (i.e., under 2 s), a strong "novelty cost" was observed, in terms of not only longer reaction times but also a significant (>6%) drop in accuracy. This was true even when occurring in a cued taskswitching paradigm, which involved random alternation among a large number of both practiced and novel tasks. More importantly, in another variant of the paradigm, we allowed for the preparatory period to be self-paced (i.e., under participant volitional control). In this variant, we found that the preparatory time needed for novel tasks was over 300 msec longer than for practiced tasks, even when these tasks were randomly inter-mixed within a cued task-switching paradigm, as described above. This finding suggests that participants recognize the additional control demands associated with RITL situations and attempt to manage such demands via increased preparation (i.e., proactive control) prior to task performance.
In support of this idea, we found an additional trial-by-trial relationship between preparation time and higher accuracy on novel task trials. Critically, this pattern was selective, in that it was not present when performing practiced tasks (even when these were unpredictable and inter-mixed with novel task trials). Together, these findings suggest that proactive control might be uniquely important during RITL situations, and that when participants are given the opportunity to prepare they do so effectively. Nevertheless, there may be counteracting pressures that do not allow for consistent proactive control on all trials, such as cognitive effort costs or urgency pressures (Westbrook and Braver, 2015) , which produces the observed trial-by-trial correlations.
These behavioral findings are paralleled by predictions involving neural activity dynamics and neural coding of task representations. With regard to the latter, a key component of our account is that novel tasks are represented in frontoparietal regions, by relying on existing representations that implement more familiar tasks (Cole et al., 2013a) . Indeed, we observed that task rules being used during novel tasks could be decoded within a widely distributed region of lateral PFC (Cole et al., 2011) (Fig. 3A) . Moreover, we found that when training a pattern classifier to decode task rules from lateral PFC based on practiced tasks, these same rules could be decoded (when in new combinations) under RITL Fig. 3 . Brain processes and representations supporting complex RITL. A) Logical decision rules from the PRO paradigm were decoded from lateral PFC fMRI data. Decoding was above chance. Decoding was also possible when classifiers were trained on practiced tasks and tested on novel tasks, suggesting reuse of practiced representations during novel tasks. This representation transfer may support RITL by allowing positive transfer of skill into novel circumstances. Adapted from (Cole et al., 2011) . B) A searchlight decoding map of PRO paradigm logic rules using the same data and analysis as panel A. Statistically significant t-values are shown (p < 0.05, uncorrected for multiple comparisons). A liberal threshold was used to indicate potential locations of task rule coding, though some false positives are likely present (this issue does not apply to panel A). C) Statistically significant novel vs. practiced task activations during the encoding and first trial of the PRO paradigm. D) There is an interaction between dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC) and anterior PFC (aPFC) during the encoding and first trial periods. Briefly, DLPFC appears to be involved in individual rule representation, while aPFC appears to be involved in integrated (whole-task-set) rule representation. Adapted from (Cole et al., 2010a). conditions. This supports the idea of "flexible re-use" of representations -the rule representations developed during practiced tasks are re-used, in new combinations, during novel tasks. More specifically, the re-use account suggests that familiar representations referenced by instructions serve as building blocks in the novel task, and that what typically makes the task novel is the combination of elements rather than the elements themselves.
Moreover, with regard to the proactive control hypothesis, we also found that activity within dorsolateral PFC was increased during encoding and preparatory periods on novel relative to practiced trials (Cole et al., 2010a) (Fig. 3B) . Interestingly, however, in anterior PFC regions a distinct pattern was found in which activity during encoding and preparation was reduced on novel relative to practiced trials, though the pattern flipped during task performance trials. Below, we discuss this pattern in terms of the role of anterior PFC in balancing proactive control demands with the increased potential for interference that this produces. However, the main take-home point is that the work to date supports the idea that when performing in RITL situations, the increased reliance on proactive control is mediated through the representation and preparatory/sustained activation of task rules within frontoparietal regions. Nevertheless, further work is necessary to more precisely isolate preparatory periods during RITL situations, and to demonstrate that both sustained activation dynamics along with the quality of task rule representations govern the success of task performance.
Evidence that RITL is implemented via prepared reflexes
The operating characteristics of RITL have become an important theme within the cognitive behavioral literature. Here, the emphasis is on the hypothesis that RITL-based performance is implemented as a prepared reflex. The prepared reflex metaphor has a long history in psychology (Hommel, 2000, p. 200) . In essence, this metaphor suggests that actors who respond to stimuli by taking an action do not necessarily have direct control of this act at the moment it is executed. Instead, direct control exists only beforehand, when setting the mind to respond in a particular manner in the future, in this case, by associating the stimulus with the relevant motor plan. So, when instructed that the letter "T" is associated with a left key-press, actors form an association between "T" and {left response}. It is during this preparatory stage that their full (volitional) control is exercised. Afterwards, seeing "T" would be sufficient to retrieve and execute the motor plan. In more modern terms, this suggests that people are able to upload into working memory a procedure (as opposed to factual information), and that once this procedure is represented in working memory it gains a life of its own. Recently, Oberauer and collegues have termed this aspect of working memory "procedural working memory" (Oberauer, 2009; Oberauer et al., 2013) .
This prepared-reflex action mode has several noteworthy advantages. Perhaps the most important advantage in the case of RITL, is that the prepared-reflex mode makes it possible to separate the instruction phase (when learning how to act while receiving instructions) from the action phase. For example, when receiving directions for how to reach a particular destination, the instructions may need to be encoded and prepared as a procedure before they can actually be executed, given the potential need to execute rapid actions while driving. Yet once these instructions are properly encoded as a procedure, they should not require further preparation to implement while driving.
A related advantage is that, if the action plan also specifies the relevant triggering stimuli, this information can serve to direct attention towards this goal-relevant information (Tibboel et al., 2015) , which in turn shields the intention from goal-irrelevant distraction (Dreisbach, 2012) . Thus, when the driving instructions are encoded and being implemented they can also direct attention to the relevant intermediate waypoints. Yet another advantage is the ability to use instructions to rapidly overcome strong habits . For example, a child with a mosquito bite, hearing the command from a parent, "Don't scratch because you'll cause a scab", can use this information to immediately overcome an otherwise very strong habitual urge.
Nevertheless, there are also important disadvantages associated with the prepared-reflex mode. This most critical is the loss of online control, and the related unintentional triggering of the intention in inappropriate contexts -namely, automatic-like behavior. Meiran et al. (2015a Meiran et al. ( , 2015b described the example of a policeman accidentally shooting at an innocent civilian coming into their field of view while expecting a criminal as representing an unfortunate potential real-life consequence of the prepared-reflex strategy. A somewhat less dramatic example is when participants continue to execute a prospective-memory task even after it had been declared as no-longer relevant (Bugg and Scullin, 2013; Walser et al., 2012) .
Recently, mounting evidence has suggested that (contrary to some prominent theories) the automatic retrieval and efficient implementation of actions is not restricted to highly over-trained skills (e.g., reading words, as seen in the Stroop effect). This evidence strongly supports the conclusion that novel action plans that have never been practiced beforehand also show this "automaticity" signature in terms of behavioral profile. Since these instances reflect a partly or even completely different underlying mechanism than skill-based automaticity, we have labeled them "intentionbased reflexivity" (Meiran et al., 2012) .
Intention-based reflexivity has been found in at least five different behavioral paradigms (Cohen-Kdoshay and Meiran, 2007; De Houwer et al., 2005; Liefooghe et al., 2012; Meiran et al., 2015b; Wenke et al., 2007) . Intention-based reflexivity has also been demonstrated at the level of the retrieval of the action plan itself, as seen in the brain lateralized readiness potential (Everaert et al., 2014; Meiran et al., 2014) . Specifically, Meiran et al. (2014) demonstrated that participants who received a novel task mapping two new stimuli to the right/left keys had elevated activation of event-related brain potentials in corresponding motor cortex when seeing the stimuli during a no-go phase that preceded the first task implementation. Together, these intention-based reflexivity phenomena provide strong support for the hypothesis that (at least relatively simple) action plans are implemented as prepared reflexes.
In our view (see Meiran et al., 2015a Meiran et al., , 2015b ), a clear demonstration of intention-based reflexivity must meet certain criteria. These include showing that action-activation occurs in spite of the instructions, while explicitly ruling out any potential involvement of practice-related long-term memory. We thus maintain that intention-based reflexivity can be seen most clearly and unambiguously in a paradigm we recently developed -the NEXT paradigm (Meiran et al., 2015a (Meiran et al., , 2015b (Fig. 2B ). In the NEXT paradigm performance is examined across a series of mini-blocks (55-110, in different experiments), which each involving a new task procedure that is instructed and implemented. The instruction phase initiates each task block by visually presenting a few simple task rules (typically associating two new stimuli to the right/left button presses, e.g., if "T" press left, if "J" press right). After the instructions, the critical NEXT phase typically occurs, followed by a GO phase. In the NEXT phase, participants are told to withhold applying the instructions when the stimuli appear (typically in a distinct color), but instead to make a fixed response (e.g., right button press) to advance to the next screen. This phase ends after an unpredictable number of trials, wherein the very brief (typically, 2-trial) GO phase begins. The GO phase involves the new instructions being implemented for the first time. GO performance provides an assay of RITL, while the NEXT responses are used to assay intention-based reflexivity.
We have consistently found that NEXT (screen advancement) responses are slowed in incompatible conditions: the presented stimulus (e.g., "T") is associated with the opposite response (left) than that used for NEXT responses (Meiran et al., 2015b) . Importantly, this "NEXT compatibility effect" is most robust in the first NEXT response, thus meeting the pre-requisites we laid out: It represents reflexive behavior since participants are told not to apply the newly instructed rule during the NEXT phase, and it is not due to prior practice. 3 This finding has several noteworthy implications. One is that, contrary to influential theorizing suggesting automaticity requires extensive task experience (Logan, 1988) , the intention-based reflexivity phenomenon reveals that it can sometimes appear prior to the first instance of executing a new task. The underlying mechanism is quite likely different for skill-based automaticity and intention-based reflexivity, however. Evidence for this comes from findings suggesting that the two phenomena reflect opposite ends of the learning curve. Specifically, skill-based automaticity increases with practice (Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977) , whereas intention-based reflexivity decreases with practice (Meiran et al., 2015b) . Additionally, intention-based reflexivity can be eliminated by concurrent working memory load (Meiran and Cohen-Kdoshay, 2012a) , whereas skill-based automaticity cannot (Kessler and Meiran, 2010) . This means that although the two phenomena may appear superficially as similar, they are in fact likely to be quite different.
One thing that may be in common, however, is single-step retrieval (Logan, 1992) . In the case of intention-based reflexivity, forming a strong association (in active working memory) between the relevant stimulus and response may allow the response to be retrieved in a single step, thus giving rise to the intention-based reflexivity phenomenon. Alternatively, there may be a neural substrate shared between intention-based reflexivity and skill-based automaticity, but with distinct means of forming this substrate. In particular, it may be the case that top-down influences from frontoparietal cortex implement novel task sets via temporary reconfiguration of the same neural circuits that would be more permanently reconfigured by extensive practice in the case of skill-based automaticity. Indeed, this is the account we favor, as described in detail in the subsequent section.
Recent research efforts have shed light on the intention-based reflexivity phenomenon and several conclusions can already be drawn. One is that for action plans to show this phenomenon, they must be uploaded into WM, such that the prepared-reflex strategy appears to be disabled under high working memory load (Liefooghe et al., 2013a; Meiran and Cohen-Kdoshay, 2012b) . Specifically, Meiran and Cohen-Kdoshay found that when participants had to keep additional unrelated rules in mind (working memory load), task performance dropped slightly, but more importantly, there was no longer evidence for intention-based reflexivity. This limitation also suggests that the prepared-reflex strategy is feasible as long as the action plans are not too complex, otherwise working memory would be taxed too heavily (see elaboration in Meiran et al., 2012) . One reason is that complexity or high working memory loads might force retrieval to be done in multiple steps; since single-step retrieval may be a prerequisite for intention-based reflexivity, such reflexivity is eliminated in these conditions. Automaticity in general is widely believed to reflect rigidity and poor ability to take the ever-changing context into account. A paradigmatic case of automaticity is the Stroop task, in that participants rigidly apply well-practiced word reading procedures to the stimuli and have difficulty in taking the more novel context (the instruction to name the ink color) into account. This difficulty is even more true for intention-based reflexivity, in that dozens of practice trials may be required for performance to become somewhat context-sensitive (Braem et al., 2016) . Specifically, in the Braem et al. (2016) study it was shown that a word in a taskirrelevant location triggered intention-based reflexivity when the task was novel, but that this effect went away with extensive practice. Note that it is also possible that the task set was refined over time through practice, eventually resulting in a complex task set that more effectively filtered out distracting stimuli.
Finally, a recent study showed that individuals who are better able to prepare for a novel task show relatively little intentionbased reflexivity (Meiran et al., 2016b ). This finding is somewhat surprising given the aforementioned effects of working-memory load on intention-based reflexivity. Specifically, for the average person, lowering working-memory capacity by working memory load eliminates intention-based reflexivity. However, across individuals, those with poor working-memory capacity show enlarged intention-based reflexivity. Thus, this finding may suggest that the prepared-reflex strategy may be more costly for some people than for others. In the final section, we elaborate on this notion further, providing a possible neural account of such individual differences that involves balancing the demands of proactive and reactive control through engagement of the anterior PFC.
RITL as proactively prepared reflexes

Flexible implementation of inflexible neural pathways
The previous sections reviewed literature supporting two seemly contradictory findings: 1) the increased reflexivity observed during RITL in the context of the NEXT paradigm; and 2) examples of RITL instantiating some of the most flexible forms of human cognitive behavior. One way out of this seeming paradox is to consider the possibility that the increased global flexibility associated with RITL may come at the expense of (temporally) local decreases in flexibility. Further research will be necessary to directly test this, but there are already pieces of evidence in support of this possibility. For instance, this account is consistent with the flexible hub mechanism described above, in which functional pathways in the brain are temporarily altered according to task instructions. Such a reconfiguration pattern likely increases the flexibility of task implementation possibilities relative to stimulus-driven automatic responses. However, once functional pathways are configured according to task instructions, they may be somewhat resistant to further reconfiguration or updating (i.e., the task-set is somewhat "locked in"). One potential reason for this is that such a reconfiguration process takes time (Meiran, 1996; Monsell, 2003; Rogers and Monsell, 1995) , leading to a degree of inflexibility, especially under time-pressured scenarios (e.g., responding to NEXT stimuli). In other words, the temporary inflexibility that occurs during RITL scenarios may reflect the extent to which the brain's current task set cannot be immediately reconfigured by new instructions, once initially configured. This is consistent with the prepared reflex account described above, in which advanced preparation then temporarily limits subsequent flexibility.
The top-down reconfiguration of task-implementing pathways during RITL (e.g., visual-to-motor neural pathways for a visualmotor task) contrasts with an alternative possible mechanism, in which task-relevant information would pass through, and only be locally transformed within the frontoparietal control system during RITL implementation (Fig. 4A ). This might be considered a particularly efficient neural mechanism, owing to the need for only a fixed set of sensory inputs and motor outputs with the control system. The control system would then just require internal "switch setting" to reroute sensory-motor information with rapid online control. However, inconsistent with this possibility, rapid reconfigurations of task-relevant functional connectivity pathways outside the control networks have been observed with fMRI (Cole et al., 2013b; Fuster et al., 1985; Gazzaley et al., 2007) . The target brain regions for this sort of reconfiguration have tended to be in association cortex, typically in the posterior temporal lobe (Fuster et al., 1985; Gazzaley et al., 2007) . These findings suggest flexible hubs may implement proactive control by rerouting/biasing existing (possibly automatic) pathways, momentarily restricting the natural dynamics of task-relevant neural representations to conform to the current task set (Fig. 4B) .
One issue with this potential mechanism is the need to represent novel associations during RITL. Are these associations created on-the-fly in posterior cortex, or do they already exist there and are simply strengthened? It is unlikely that synaptic connections can be formed quickly enough to accommodate the speed of RITL trials (typically on the order of seconds). Instead, we postulate that there is extensive "latent connectivity" − connections that can be used when potentiated via top-down signals, but are unlikely to drive action potentials otherwise (Cole et al., 2013a) . Such a mechanism would require excess connectivity that has not been (or is not often) used. Estimates of synaptic convergence on individual human cortical neurons range from 1000 to 10,000 connection inputs. More generally, there are estimated to be at least 100 trillion synaptic connections in the human brain. These large values indicate that the possibility of latent connectivity is at least plausible. For instance, consider the scenario in which a temporal lobe neuron receives inputs from triangle-representing neurons and sends output to right-button-press neurons. This could be considered a "triangle right-button task" neuron. With enough latent connectivity, it is plausible that the presence of triangle stimuli alone would not be sufficient to activate this neuron, but could do so when additional top-down signals from PFC bias its activity toward threshold. With regard to how instructions select the appropriate latent connections and neural units, one possibility is that instructions activate distributed neural representations of familiar task components (e.g., triangle and right button) that converge to optimally activate neurons that represent the conjunction of these components (i.e., triangle right-button task neurons). It will be important for future research to better establish the existence of latent connectivity and its role in RITL. One notable possibility is that individuals with more cortical neurons have greater latent connectivity, which may help explain higher fluid intelligence in individuals with larger cortical gray matter volume .
Other categories of evidence that support the role of top-down control in altering the natural dynamics of task-relevant (likely posterior, non-frontoparietal) neural representations. In particular, a number of relevant findings come from studies that have investigated conscious visual awareness -the ability to consciously detect near-threshold stimuli -through the use of visual masks. A simple task set is depicted, with Stimulus 1 (e.g., the letter "T") leading to Button 2 (e.g., pressing with the right index finger), and Stimulus 2 (e.g., the letter "S") leading to Button 1 (e.g., pressing with the left index finger). The yellow box represents primary motor cortex, the blue box visual cortex, the green box posterior association cortex, and the brown box anterior PFC. A) A theoretical network architecture consistent with optimized flexible performance is depicted. However, this scenario would slow down processing due to requiring all task-related activity to flow through PFC, which is a long distance from the sensory input (requiring additional action potential propagation time). B) An alternative scenario involves preparatory top-down signals from lateral PFC to posterior association cortex (green box) closer to both motor and sensory regions. This would engender a faster flow of activity from the visual to motor regions. However, this would produce interference if a target stimulus was presented during a secondary or intermediate task (as in the NEXT paradigm), resulting in an increase of errors. C) We postulate the existence of an architecture in which multimodal associative activity is monitored for errors by lateral PFC (or anterior cingulate cortex). This would allow for online, reactive control of performance at the cost of slowing down performance. However, some slowing may be useful for preventing errors, based on a more complete representation of the full task context within lateral PFC (relative to posterior multimodal cortex). D) A potentially more effective way to reduce interference during, e.g., NEXT task performance is to temporarily store the Task A representation in a "task buffer". This buffer is removed from immediate embodied representations, allowing for task representation maintenance without interference with ongoing task performance. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
For example, Woodman and Luck (2003) instructed individuals to press a button when they detected one of several visual targets. Using object-substitution masking they were able to titrate the stimuli such that they were detected approximately 50% of the time (according to verbal report by participants). Remarkably, event-related potentials centered on visual cortex were enhanced whenever instructed targets occurred, even when participants were not consciously aware of those targets. The lack of conscious awareness suggests the target information was not broadcast throughout the brain (e.g., to the frontoparietal network and language areas), such that the target information could have only been enhanced based on local processes within visual processing regions. Since the targets were arbitrarily set by conscious instructions, this result is consistent with top-down alteration of automatic pathways as described by the flexible hub theory (and related theories; Fig. 4B) .
A more recent study came to similar conclusions using magnetoencephalography, which allowed for more precise spatial inferences regarding the involved brain regions. Marti et al. (2012) used rapid serial presentation of auditory followed by visual stimuli such that a fraction of stimuli were not consciously perceived (due to the attentional blink). Instructions were given to press a button at the presence of a target auditory stimulus and a target visual stimulus. The visual stimuli were of interest since only the visual trials involved attentional blink. They found that brain activity was consistent with target detection in visual regions during non-conscious target trials, but not in frontoparietal regions. On conscious target trials frontoparietal regions were associated with a late response (∼400 ms), but this target-related enhancement of activity was absent for non-conscious trials. In contrast, both early (∼270 ms) and late (∼400 ms) target-related enhancements of visual region signals were intact both with and without consciousness. These results suggest that bottom-up activation of frontoparietal regions are important for fully conscious target detection (possibly due to their hub status facilitating spreading of information), whereas top-down effects can alter visual processing even without consciousness. This is again consistent with frontoparietal flexible hubs altering visual processing pathways independently of target information entering the frontoparietal system (Fig. 4B) .
The Marti et al. (2012) study raises another possibility typical of brain function -why use only one mechanism when (in a parallel processing architecture) multiple mechanisms will make for a more robust and flexible system? The Marti et al. (2012) result suggests that typical conscious instructed task performance involves activation not only of the modified automatic pathways in visual regions but also late activation of frontoparietal regions that more explicitly represent task instructions (Cole et al., 2011; Woolgar et al., 2011) . This suggests that while top-down influences on automatic pathways temporarily reduce flexibility, a slower process of task information feeding back to the frontoparietal system may restore such flexibility (Fig. 4C) . This suggests possible different interpretations of the individual difference findings observed with regard to NEXT interference effects: individuals with the largest NEXT interference effects could either have especially strong top-down influence on automatic pathways or instead have poor reactive control -feedback that triggers the engagement of frontoparietal regions is either of low amplitude or slow speed. It will be important for future studies to test this possibility.
This account of frontoparietal feedback is consistent with reactive control, in which online monitoring of conflict between the task set and ongoing processing is used to calibrate top-down influences (Botvinick et al., 2001; Braver et al., 2007 ). It appears likely that a parallel process spreads from the task-involved visual pathways to frontoparietal regions to allow for online monitoring of task processing. This monitoring process can then lead to rapid reconfiguration of top-down signals in scenarios in which incorrect responses are likely to occur. Thus, we expect that such reactive control dynamics can compensate for the temporary inflexibility inherent in top-down influences of processing pathways. A potential target for future research will be to provide direct support for this claim, as well as to identify the particular brain regions (e.g., anterior cingulate cortex) involved in reactive control compensation for instruction-induced inflexibility.
One particular prediction this account makes is that there should be stronger task-evoked sensory-motor functional connectivity during RITL relative to non-RITL scenarios. This prediction is due to the additional proactive control needs present during RITL described above. We specifically expect that the strength of task-evoked sensory-motor functional connectivity (as opposed to resting-state functional connectivity independent of task performance) among posterior regions will be correlated with NEXT interference effects, on a trial-by-trial and individual differences basis. Demonstrating such an effect would provide strong support for the proposed frameworks shown in Figs. 3B and C.
One important caveat, however, is that we expect this effect to be much stronger for simple tasks than complex multi-step tasks. In particular, we would expect this effect to be stronger for the NEXT paradigm than the PRO paradigm (Fig. 2) . This prediction is based on the assumption that NEXT task sets involve proactivecontrol-triggered activation of simple stimulus-motor associations within a single step, allowing for full potentiation of the posterior representations as depicted in Figs. 3B and C. In contrast, in the PRO paradigm (Cole et al., 2010a ) the activation of stimulusmotor associations requires the sequential chaining together of three task rules (sensory, logic, and motor), and their associated neural pathways. We expect that the sensory rule (e.g., is a stimulus green) could be reflexively triggered in a manner similar to that hypothesized for NEXT paradigm rules. However, because activation of the appropriate motor rule is also dependent on integration with the relevant logic rule (i.e., to integrate the outcomes of the two sensory rule implementations), we predict that it will not be reflexively triggered within the same step. Rather, we expect that bi-directional interaction with the frontoparietal control network will be necessary to trigger the appropriate motor action. Testing this possibility will be important, since it would place a theoretical limit on the reflexive processes that occur during RITL, and potentially explain why novel multi-step procedures are carried out so slowly (typically hundreds of milliseconds per step) by the human brain.
Note that most RITL fMRI studies have been conducted with simple stimulus-response mappings (like the NEXT paradigm) and have primarily focused on task-evoked activations (Brass et al., 2009; Dumontheil et al., 2011; Ruge and Wolfensteller, 2010; Stocco et al., 2012) . So far, only a small number (Cole et al., 2013b; Mohr et al., 2016) have investigated task-evoked functional connectivity effects, which are of primary interest here. Mohr et al. (2016) used a simple stimulus-response paradigm similar to the NEXT paradigm but did not focus on task-evoked functional connectivity between control systems and their effects on stimulus-motor representations. Cole et al. (2013a Cole et al. ( , 2013b focused on distributed representations between the frontoparietal control system and other systems, but used the complex PRO paradigm and did not isolate stimulus-motor representations. Thus, the predictions made here reveal an important gap in the RITL neuroscience literature.
6.2. Anterior PFC as a task representation buffer
As described above, a recent individual differences study revealed that individuals exhibiting minimal intention-based reflexivity effects on the NEXT paradigm also had better GO performance (Meiran et al., 2016b) . This finding appears to be incompatible with the network architecture proposed in Fig. 4C . Specifically, the architecture in Fig. 4C suggests that a strong topdown effect from lateral PFC on posterior association cortex would enhance GO performance (implementation of the novel task) at the cost of increasing incompatible NEXT task performance interference effects. To accommodate the results reported in Meiran et al. (2016b) we suggest there might be an additional "task buffer" that is able to support task set representation in lateral PFC without directly triggering task-set implementation in posterior regions (Fig. 4D ). Individual differences in the efficacy of this task buffer could potentially explain the counter-intuitive individual differences effect.
A likely location for this task buffer is anterior PFC. This hypothesis is based on a popular theory of PFC organization (Badre and D'Esposito, 2009; Fuster, 2001; Koechlin et al., 1999 Koechlin et al., , 2003 , which postulates that PFC forms a hierarchy with more anterior regions representing more abstract or temporally extended information. This account is also compatible with findings from the prospective memory literature. Neuroimaging studies of prospective memory have demonstrated that activity in anterior PFC increases in a sustained fashion when an intention is held online during performance of a secondary task (McDaniel et al., 2013; Reynolds et al., 2008) . This pattern of findings suggests anterior PFC can act as a kind of task buffer, under conditions for which task implementation needs to be scheduled or deferred until after an intervening task is completed. By analogy, the NEXT paradigm can be considered as a kind of prospective memory (or branching (Koechlin et al., 1999) ) task, with the novel instructions serving as a delayed intention. Thus, we predict that anterior PFC activity will be elevated during NEXT trials, and that this activity will correlate with individual differences in both NEXT trial and GO trial performance. Put differently, anterior PFC engagement in RITL contexts that involve deferred task implementation might be a means of balancing or optimizing the demands of proactive and reactive control. By utilizing anterior PFC as an actively sustained task buffer, the brain implements the form of proactive control needed for successful RITL, while at the same time minimizing the demands on reactive control, by reducing the likelihood of prematurely triggering task implementation (i.e., NEXT interference). Direct experimental confirmation of these predictions, as well as the functional connectivity hypotheses associated with them, would provide clear support for the conceptual model depicted in Fig. 4D .
Considering anterior PFC functionality more broadly, it is likely that this region is also important for RITL for reasons other than reducing interference. In particular, prior work has shown that anterior PFC is involved in constructing novel multi-step task sets during RITL (PRO paradigm tasks) (Cole et al., 2010a) (Fig. 3B) . Moreover, recent findings suggest that PRO rule representations within anterior PFC (fine-grained activity patterns that discriminate between task rules) are predictive of task performance on a trial-by-trial basis (Cole et al., 2016) . In general, anterior PFC might be preferentially involved in complex multi-step RITL tasks like the PRO paradigm precisely because task rule buffering is required in order to chain and integrate rules together in order to complete the stimulus-motor association pathway.
Together, these results suggest that anterior PFC might play a more generally important role in RITL situations -both during simple tasks as a means of optimizing control demands and minimizing interference, and in more complex tasks as a means of coordinating and chaining together multiple task steps. We look forward to future studies that can empirically test these possibilities.
Conclusions
Instructed task performance creates an apparent paradox: previously inflexible associations can be overcome via instruction, yet a new set of associations must (at least temporarily) be put in their place. We have reviewed evidence suggesting these new associations involve their own inflexibility. A recently developed theory involving flexible frontoparietal hubs that enable proactive reconfiguration of task-relevant functional connections leads to the somewhat counter-intuitive suggestion of how such inflexibility arises. However, we postulate that the proactive control process of transient but inflexible task-pathway reconfiguration can be balanced by reactive control, in which online monitoring of performance allows for rapid alteration of task-set parameters. We additionally suggest that anterior PFC can act as a "task buffer" to allow maintenance of task sets without immediate implementation, reducing the inflexibility inherent in task preparation, while optimizing the balance between proactive and reactive control demands. Investigations that examine the interplay between task preparation and prepared reflex-type interference in both simple (e.g., NEXT) and complex (e.g. PRO) RITL paradigms promise to provide much-needed insights into the cognitive and neural mechanisms of proactive and reactive control, as well as the role of anterior PFC in complex cognition. We hope that the theoretical potential of the ideas laid out here will encourage other researchers to join in these research efforts.
